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Abstract 
Different techniques  have been used  by the researchers  in recent years to detect  arrhythmias from electrocardiogram(ECG) 
signal. In this paper  we have used Wigner-Ville time-frequency energy distribution(WVD) and neural network  to classify four 
different ECG beats. These four beats are Normal(N), Left Bundle Branch Block(L), Right Bundle Branch Block(R) and 
Ventricular Premature Contraction(V). The 1-D wall slice from the WVD   of  ECG signal is  considered as the features  to train 
the Back propagation Neural network(BPNN) for  arrhythmia beat classification. ECG signal samples from MIT-BIH arrhythmia 
database are used.  Two different testing datasets are considered to evaluate the performance of the technique. The experimental 
results achieved a maximum  and minimum accuracy of 99.77% and 87.50% respectively. 
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1. Introduction 
Arrhythmias  is caused by electrical conductive system disorder of the heart may be fatal for the patient. These 
arrhythmias can be detected non invasively by studying the ECG waveform as it is reflected in it. But due to the 
nonstationary nature of the waveform the reflection occur at random. Therefore ECG signal have to be monitor for 
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hours to detect the arrhythmias if any, which is time consuming and there is possibility of human error. Hence 
computer based system is required to be developed for error free diagnosis of arrhythmias. Different techniques has 
been proposed by different researchers to detect the arrhythmias 
 
Karimifard & Ahmadian[1] used hermitian bias function and K-nearest neighbor(Knn) classifier to detect 
seven different types of arrhythmias with a sensitivity and specificity of 99.00% and 99.84% respectively. In[2] 
principal component analysis(PCA) is used in hybrid multilayered perceptron network(HMLP) to reduce the number 
of features from 24 to 15 and achieved an accuracy of 95%.  Thomas, Das & Ari[3] used dual tree complex wavelet 
transform(DTCWT) for feature extraction and then used artificial neural network(ANN) classifier to map five 
different types of ECG beats. In their study the accuracy is 94.64%. In [4] fuzzy classifier is used in first stage with 
an accuracy of 93.34% which is improved to 98.64% in second stage by applying genetic algorithm. In [5] PCA is 
applied to the statistical feature extracted from the  spectral correlation of ECG data and then support vector 
machine(SVM) is applied to classify the five different ECG beats with an accuracy of 98.60%. In [6]the accuracy of 
ECG classification is 96.2%  3.4%. In [7] Yu and Chou applied Independent Component Analysis(ICA) & FBNN 
for classifying eight different ECG beats with maximum accuracy 98.37%. In[8] the authors have used Higher order 
statistics(3rd order cumulant) to achieve an accuracy of 94.52% .  
 
Most of the signals including  ECG are  non-stationary and the analysis of non-stationary signals requires 
both time-frequency representation[9-12]. WVD  is a very important tool for the time-frequency of the time-varying 
signal and non-stationary process. In addition to Time-frequency analysis WVD has been suggested for  
instantaneous frequency  estimation, detection and classification, spectral analysis of  non-stationary random signals. 
It has also  a wide  range of application  such as speech processing , radar, sonar and pattern recognition.  Here we 
have used the WVD to extract the stubble changes in the different beats used to aid the classification using neural 
network. 
 
The paper is organized in the following manner.  Section 2 presents the methods including pre-processing, 
Wigner-Ville Distribution, feature extraction and neural network. Section 3 provides the experimental results and 
discussion. Lastly section 4 gives the conclusion. 
 
2. Methods 
2.1 Pre-Processing 
 
MIT-BIH[13] arrhythmia database is used where the ECG signal is sampled at 360 Hz. Pan-Tompkins QRS 
detector[14] is used to detect the R peak and QRS segments. As the maximum QRS energy is available within      
5-15Hz, the 3 dB band-pass filter is designed by cascading the low-pass filter(LPF) of cut-off frequency about 
12Hz with high-pass filter(HPF) of low cutoff frequency of about 5Hz to achieve this bandwidth. The band-pass 
filter removes baseline wander, muscle noise and interference signal of 60Hz. After filtering, the signal is 
differentiated to provide the QRS complex slope information. The integrator which is a moving window integration 
gives the waveform feature information in addition to slope of R wave.Fig.1. shows the raw and pre-processed 
ECG signal of one QRS segment of 0.556seconds. 
 
2.2 Wigner-Ville Distribution 
 
 WVD is a time-frequency energy distribution defined for a signal  as 
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 WVD can also defined as  
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Where F is the Fourier transform of signal .   
 
     a                 b   
 
    
Fig 1 (a) Raw ECG Signal, (b) ECG signal after pre-processing 
 
In particular, the WVD is always real-valued, it preserves time and frequency shifts and satisfies the marginal 
properties.  
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By integrating the WVD of  f  all over the time-frequency plane, we obtain the energy of f : 
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2.3 Feature Extraction 
 
  After the detection of the R peak, the signal is divided into number of segments equal to number of R 
peaks, taking 49 samples before and 78 samples after each peak, thus  the total number of samples for each  segment 
as 128. Then the WVD is applied to each segment. Fig 2(a),3(a),4(a) & 5(a) shows the WVD plots of  N beat ,         
L beat, R beat and V beat respectively. 1-D Wall slice of WVD is taken as the set of features.   Fig 2(b),3(b),4(b) & 
5(b) gives the graphs of 1-D wall  slice taken from respective WVD. The figures clearly indicate that the 1-D wall 
slice is different for different class of beats.   
 
2.4 Back-propagation Neural Network 
 
 A three layer neural network is used with feed-forward backpropagation steepest descent algorithm. The 
hidden layer is fixed to 20 neurons and output layer to 04.  Sigmoidal activation function of fixed parameter is taken. 
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All the  weights and biases are initialized to small random values. After  initialization the input vectors and 
corresponding desired responses  are presented to the network for training. After training  two different datasets are 
used for tasting the performance of the classifier. 
 
a        b  
 
  
Fig 2 (a) WVD of N-Beat with signal in Time and Energy Spectral Density, (b)1-D  wall slice from TFR of N Beat 
 
a        b 
 
 
Fig 3 (a) WVD of L-Beat with signal in Time and Energy Spectral Density, (b) 1-D  wall slice from TFR of L Beat 
3. Results and Discussion 
WVD based neural network is used for classification in this work. WVD is computed for each beat using MATLAB 
R2010a with time-frequency toolbox. we can see from Fig [2-5] that the WVD  take negative values and that the 
localization obtained in the time-frequency plane at the extreme end for each beat signal is almost perfect. We also 
see that the energy is concentrated to the low frequencies only. Different positive and negative peaks with different 
amplitude and time for different class are observed.  This shows, feature vectors are different for different class of 
beat. Each feature vector consists of 128 features which are the input to the neural network for training. The training 
data contains 60 different patterns taking 15 from each class for balanced training. After training two different test 
data  with different within class imbalance ratio are used to evaluate the performance of the system. Table –I & II 
gives the assessment matrix for test data I & II respectively.  From assessment table we observed that the highest 
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sensitivity is 100%  for N,L & R beats. The lowest sensitivity is 62% for V beat . The highest and lowest specificity 
are 99.23% and  78.44 respectively. similarly for accuracy it is 99.77% and 87.50%. The average sensitivity, 
specificity and accuracy are  89.5%,93.34% and 94.75% respectively for test-I data and 94.5%, 96.18% and 97.72% 
respectively for test data II.  
 
a       b 
 
 
    
Fig 4 (a) WVD of R-Beat with signal in Time and Energy Spectral Density, (b) 1-D  wall slice from TFR of R Beat 
 
a       b     
  
 
  
Fig 5 (a) WVD of V-Beat with signal in Time and Energy Spectral Density, (b) 1-D  wall slice from TFR of V Beat 
 
 
The performance of the system is evaluated from the assessment matrix. The  terms used in evaluating the 
system are defined  as   
 
TP:        true positive,    TN:       true negative      FP:        false positive,   FN:       false negative 
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Table 1     Assessment matrix for Test data-I 
 
Beat Type Total No. TP TN FP FN Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy 
N 232 232 251 69 0 1.0000 0.7844 0.8750 
L 100 100 448 4 0 1.0000 0.9912 0.9928 
R 100 96 442 10 4 0.9600 0.9779 0.9746 
V 50 31 492 10 19 0.6200 0.9801 0.9475 
 
Table 2   Assessment matrix for Test Data-II 
 
Beat Type Total No. TP TN FP FN Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy 
N 289 289 134 16 00 1.0000 0.8933 0.9636 
L 50 49 386 03 01 0.9800 0.9923 0.9909 
R 50 50 388 01 00 1.0000 0.9974 0.9977 
V 20 16 404 15 04 0.8000 0.9642 0.9567 
4. Conclusion 
This paper has presented the method of Wigner-Ville distribution characterization of the ECG signals. The 
localization energy at the wall of WVD gives the set of features well suited for arrhythmia detection and beat 
classification. Though the highest accuracy achieved is 99.77%  the lowest sensitivity is 62% which is for V beat.  
Efforts must be made to classify more class with better sensitivity and accuracy by selecting new features.    
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